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This article defines and describes the numerous types of
Bclients[ for picture archiving and communication sys-
tems (PACS). A radiologist uses a client to view images
stored in the system. Many PACS are available in the
market, and each offers different methods by which a
client can view images from the server. The terminology
used to describe these different methods can cause
confusion and lead to poor choice for those imaging
team members who are given the task of purchasing,
implementing, and supporting the PACS. We propose a
classification of clients with respect to their impact on
client work stations, an effect often referred to as the
application_s thickness. The thinner the client, the less
effect it has on the hosting work station. In contrast, a
thick client consumes the work station_s resources and
often prevents a work station from being used to
effectively run anything other than the client application.
Functionality and supportability are highlighted as key
and interacting metrics in determining optimal correct
PACS solutions. The importance of a clear understand-
ing of the needs and requirements of all users as well as
the client application is emphasized. This relationship
between supportability and functionality becomes in-
creasingly important as the industry shifts to enterprise
information technology solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

What is a client? Long ago, in the days of

mainframes and centralized computing,

clients were merely dumb terminals with a

keyboard attached, designed to send characters

back upstream to the mainframe.1 The logic

resided on the mainframe, and the dumb terminal

was for presentation only. With the introduction

of personal computers (PCs), clients acquired

limited processing power. With the ability to wrap

the data stream coming from and going to the

mainframe, clients could perform some actions

with data either before or after presentation.

Mainframes, however, still maintained the process-

ing power, and clients remained in the early stages

of development.

A signal leap in technology came with net-

worked clients. Freed from serial connection, users

could receive the data stream over the network

from the mainframe. As the processing power of

clients increased, more mainframe processing and

logic were pushed out to the client. Decentraliza-

tion resulted, as mainframes were no longer needed

and clients became silos of processing—an ar-

rangement that came to be called Bdistributed

computing[. As a computing society, we are

moving to a more distributed computing model.

This trend in decentralization allows multiple

servers to perform different tasks within a single

solution rather than relying on one mainframe

process. The central computing question, whether
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in radiology or other fields, becomes: Where are

the data? Either the data are on the server, ready to

be manipulated there, or they must be retrieved to

the client for manipulation. This move to a client/

server architecture has led to a crucial juncture in

client development, with special implications for

medical imaging.

The holy grail of enterprise client development

has been the development and implementation of

a lightweight Bthin client[ with maximum func-

tionality. In the world of radiology, the realization

of this elusive goal would require the power of a

diagnostic work station with advanced image

processing and manipulation tools that could run

inside a standard browser on any operating system.

Over the past 10 years, various approaches to this

goal have been proposed, each with idiosyncratic

(and often confusing) terminology and distinct

advantages and disadvantages. We describe the

five major types of clients commonly in use today

with picture archiving and communication systems

(PACS) and discuss their suitability for different

types of users. The goal is to provide information

that can assist decision makers in imaging depart-

ments in evaluating new PACS systems. In so

doing, we describe a novel system of classification

of common architecture for these systems and

discuss specific terms that may prove confusing

or misleading in analyzing their suitability.

DISCUSSION

The tradeoff facing the design of PACS clients

today is between the functionality of the client and

the ability to deploy and support this functionality

throughout a heterogeneous enterprise that is

difficult to keep under tight systems control. The

system for classification of common architectures

proposed here is based on this tradeoff (Fig. 1).

The general rules of this architecture are consis-

tent, but individual implementations will vary

Fig 1. What is your client? This decision tree of questions to ask vendors is designed to help determine the Bthickness[ required.
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depending on the ways in which vendors choose

to deploy specific technologies.

Different types of users of an enterprise PACS

have significantly different requirements for levels

of functionality and supportability. No single

technology stack is perfect for every user in a

typical enterprise PACS. Instead, tradeoffs must

be made between supportability and functionality

as the two major criteria against which various

architectures are judged (Fig. 2). Conceptualizing

the interplay of these two criteria also helps to

illuminate the problems that are introduced with

current solutions to these tradeoffs. The five

degrees of thickness currently represented in these

client solutions are as follows: thin clients,

enhanced browsers, virtual machines and smart

clients, web-deployable thick clients, and thick

clients.

Thin Clients

BThin client[ is among the most misused and

overloaded terms in computing. True thin clients

utilize standard browsers and standard plug-ins.

Differences in client platform (PC vs. Mac)

should have no effect on functionality and should

not require different clients. These clients should

leave no files or changes on the host computer.

The advantages of thin clients are lower hardware

requirements, with most of the processing moved

onto the servers.2

An example of a thin client is a Web-based

e-mail client, such as gmail, that is completely

browser- and client hardware-independent. De-

spite widespread misconceptions to the contrary,

no current PACS clients are true thin clients,

because of the need for image visualization and

manipulation at the work station.

Enhanced Browser

Enhanced browsers require the installation of

ActiveX controls or Java applets. ActiveX con-

trols can run only in a Microsoft Windows

environment, whereas Java applets can be plat-

form-independent. PACS vendors can create

ActiveX controls and Java applets for execution

by the browser. An example of an ActiveX control

is Windows update, which has the capability to

scan the host and install needed updates and

patches. PACS clients based on ActiveX have

more functionality than thin-client applications

but less than thick-client applications.

Virtual Machines and Smart Clients

Virtual machines function at a layer above

operating systems to provide a consistent applica-

tion environment, allowing vendors to create

applications without concerns about operating

system stability (Fig. 3). The most dominant

virtual machines are Java by Sun Microsystems

and .Net by Microsoft. Microsoft_s .Net Frame-

work, unlike Java, only runs in the Microsoft

Windows environment. This software contains

many built-in functions and provides a buffer

between the developer and the underlying operat-

ing system. Virtual machines remove the need to

create a client for each platform, putting the focus

on a single instance of a client instead of multiple

instances of the same client in multiple program-

ming languages.

Fig 2. Relationship of functionality and supportability with respect to thickness. The thinner the client, the lower will be its
functionality—but it will be easier to support. The thicker client, although harder to support, has more functionality.
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Web-Deployable Thick Clients

These are downloadable, self-contained instal-

lation files containing both executables and dy-

namic link libraries (DLL), typically delivered in

a setup.exe configuration. DLL libraries are the

focus of frequent conflicts between applications

sharing the same DLL. As more than one industry

analyst has noted, as the complexity of applica-

tions and client platforms has increased, the

difficulties associated with deploying applications

to client machines in a reliable and secure way

have become more challenging. One example was

that of BDLL Hell[, where one application could

Bbreak[ another by deploying an incompatible

shared component or library.3 These clients would

be acquired and upgraded through the Web. These

clients should be aware of their current version

and prompt the user when new upgrades become

available. The client should be small enough for

Web downloading to be feasible. An example of

a Web-deployable client would be Mozilla_s
Thunderbird mail client. In comparison with the

Web-based thin client, this type of client has

considerable additional functionality. Because it

is small in size and easily upgradable, this type of

client is often mislabeled as a thin client. However,

these applications still install the same types of

files, executables, and libraries as the final type of

client to be discussed here, the thick client.

Thick Clients

Thick clients have specific hardware require-

ments for providing advanced functionality. These

may include requiring a specific hardware plat-

form, video cards, or others. Thick clients are

usually massive in size, but size does not indicate

degree of thickness. These types of clients are

most commonly installed via compact disk disks,

and installed files would include executables,

libraries, and configuration files. Thick clients

sometimes require advanced configuration, often

by the vendor. An example of a thick client would

be Microsoft_s Outlook. Outlook requires a com-

pact disk to install, has too many registry entries

to count, and installs hundreds of files.

Supportability is a major decision factor when

selecting a category of PACS clients. Thin clients

require minimal end-user support at the desktop

and offer a much easier approach to support new

operating platforms, because maintenance can

occur at the server level rather than requiring a

physical visit to each desktop.4 Enhanced browsers

extend to plug-ins in the browser that may interfere

with the operating system. Windows patching and

Fig 3. Application models of a thin client, a virtual machine such as Java or .Net, and a thick client. These models display the
interaction between the different layers of an application and the operating system.
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other plug-ins may complicate supportability.

Virtual machines add yet another layer of com-

plexity, requiring increased troubleshooting time to

resolve more complex issues, such as version

conflicts. The vendor might have issues surround-

ing version control, requiring additional time for

validation from the vendors as updates to Java and

.Net are released. Web-deployable thick clients and

traditional thick clients have comparable service-

ability, because they each require standard vendor

application support. Thick clients may also have

some direct hardware dependencies and have the

highest support costs.

From a user_s perspective, functionality is the

most crucial determining factor for a PACS client.

For decision makers, functionality and supportabil-

ity are often located at opposite sides of the

spectrum. Thin clients are limited in functionality

because of a lack of resources from the operating

system but are easy to support. Enhanced browsers

through plug-ins, such as activeX controls, add

some of the functionality that thin clients are

missing. Virtual machines, .Net frameworks, and

enhanced browsers are all capable of appearing to

have the same functionality to the end user. Thick

clients provide the most functionality by building

directly on top of the operating system and, in some

cases, creating their own device drivers. Vendors

usually tie their thick clients to a specific hardware

platform to provide additional functionality and

increased performance. Performance of a PACS

client has a direct effect on user acceptance.

No single solution fits all users perfectly. It is

important to match the right client with the right

users. Figure 4 illustrates potential problem areas

for scrutiny during technology assessment. Users

can be assigned to three basic groups when

assessing PACS client needs: radiologists, power

users, and enterprise users. For the radiologists_
work station, a thicker client will often suffice,

because only a few dozen work stations must be

supported. Having a Web-deployable work station

is more desirable, because this lowers support

needs compared with those of a true thick client

and also facilitates teleradiology. Power users are

those individuals throughout the enterprise who

Fig 4. Potential problem areas are indicated with a dot. (A) Enterprise users, because they are so numerous, will need thinner clients.
(B) Power users need more functionality and manageable deployment. (CYD) Radiologists require more functionality, but supporting thick
clients could be costly.
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want to have the same functionality and usability

as the radiologist. They typically represent about

10% of the enterprise user base and incorporate

high use areas, such as surgery and the emergency

department. PCs in these locations may be under

system management control by a hospital infor-

mation technology group, which can lower the

cost of maintenance. Enterprise users encompass

the rest of the individuals who will want occa-

sional quick access to reports and key images.

Many PCs in the enterprise are likely to be under

no real consistent system management control,

making thicker clients quite difficult to support for

the majority of users.

Figure 4 also indicates potential problem areas

(red dots). For enterprise users, which can number

into the thousands in some institutions or systems,

deploying virtual machine software can increase

front-end support cost. Maintenance of those

user_s applications, such as handling version

conflicts, will elevate the ongoing support cost.

The blame for such conflicts may come to rest

with the support organization. For power users,

Web-deployable thick clients can be difficult to

deploy and even harder to continuously manage.

Maintenance and upgrades can weigh heavily on

annual support costs. The radiologist user groups

faces two problems. First, enhanced browsers may

not have sufficient power and functionality for the

radiologists_ tasks. Second, hardware and vendor

maintenance associated with thick clients make

them prohibitively costly. Moreover, thick client

applications do not facilitate teleradiology.

CONCLUSION

A thorough understanding of clients is crucial

in choosing an appropriate and effective PACS

solution. A multipronged approach promises to

provide solutions that directly address the diverse

needs of the various users in the enterprise.

Understanding what questions to ask vendors,

how to weigh trade-offs between functionality

and supportability, and the real-world differences

between types of clients will help to more easily

identify problem areas and plan for implementa-

tion of new technologies. These questions should

be asked as early as possible in the process of

identifying and acquiring new PACS. Moreover,

finding answers to these questions should be a

group effort: no users or support groups (whether

at the department or enterprise level) should be

blindsided by new and complex rollouts. It is

imperative to get people involved and not to

blindside your enterprise IT department with a

massive rollout that they will have to validate.

Finally, the effort to better understand the role of

clients in PACS requires active engagement of

and communication with vendors, who should be

urged to create clients that respond to and address

specific problems without the installation of

additional independent systems with their respec-

tive data silos.
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